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Also ask us about: batch upload via spreadsheet, geocoding, OAI harvesting, IIIF-compliant image servers, inline XML metadata editor

MORE LIKE THIS

The included solrconfig.xml defines a ‘more like this’ search handler to 
return similar results for a given document. Blacklight provides a module 
Blacklight::Solr::Document::MoreLikeThis that uses Solr’s MoreLikeThisComponent 
within the default SearchHandler to provide a configurable set of similar 
results. Related items are displayed in the catalog#show view.

LOGIN VIA FACEBOOK & ILS

Who wants to create yet another account? In addition to the traditional Devise 
login and account features, the engine provides Facebook login functionality 
using the omniauth-facebook gem. This is included via the bpluser gem, 
which also supports logins via LDAP and Polaris ILS accounts.

IIIF PRESENTATION API MANIFESTS

The IIIF Presentation spec specifies a service returning JSON-LD describing the 
structure of a complex (or simple) image-based digitized object. The 
client-agnostic ‘manifest’ can be used to render a page-turner or deep-zooming 
viewer using applications such as Mirador2, Diva.js, or the Wellcome Player.

IIIF IMAGE API + OPENSEADRAGON

The engine uses the openseadragon-rails gem to include the OpenSeadragon 
JS library for displaying tiling images. By poitning to an IIIF-compliant image 
server in the iiif_server.yml confg, IIIF requests can then used to create 
feature-rich deep-zoom image viewing functionality.

PAGE-TURNING BOOK VIEWER

Based on the wdl-viewer JS library from Library of Congress, the integrated 
page-turner interface delivers mobile/tablet responsiveness and a robust feature 
set: zoom using OpenSeadragon, sequential- and specific-page navigation, 
thumbnail browse, image rotation, full-screen view, and keyboard shortcuts.

BLACKLIGHT-GALLERY

The blacklight-gallery gem provides several image-friendly catalog#index 
search results views. Users can choose to display item thumbnails as a 
traditional grid, a Flickr-style masonry/wallpaper layout, or a slideshow. 

BLACKLIGHT ADVANCED SEARCH+

The engine customizes views from the blacklight_advanced_search gem, 
adding a date range input and search index selector for each text input field. 
The layout has also been modified to resemble common database search 
interfaces, such as those from EBSCO or ProQuest.

BLACKLIGHT-MAPS

The blacklight-maps gem provides map views in Blacklight for items with 
geospatial metadata. Items with longitude/latitude or bounding box coordinates 
appear as markers or clusters. Clicking a marker opens a popup with location 
data and a link to search for more items with similar geographic features.

commonwealth-vlr-engine features include:

THIS IS USEFUL BECAUSE 
a viable repository system is often out of reach for a viable repository system is often out of reach for 
smaller cultural institutions due to the technical 
expertise and infrastructure required. Why not instead 
reap the benefits of contributing objects to a larger 
system and use APIs to create a "virtual" local 
repository? 

COMMONWEALTH-VLR-ENGINE
is a Rails engine for creating a read-only Hydra head is a Rails engine for creating a read-only Hydra head 
pre-packaged with many feature-rich Blacklight plugins 
and enhancements. Via a simple install process, 
adopters can quickly deploy a customizable application 
that presents objects from the Digital Commonwealth 
repository using their own branding.

A VIRTUAL LOCAL REPOSITORY
is a web application that provides digital object is a web application that provides digital object 
discovery and display functionality without the 
overhead of actual asset management, using content 
from a “master” repository managed on another server. 
The content to be displayed can be based on any valid 
search or facet query parameters.

github.com/boston-library/commonwealth-vlr-engine
Creating Virtual Local Repositories With Commonwealth-VLR-Engine


